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VISION

A Singapore that is children-plenty and children-friendly

MISSION

I Love Children is a voluntary welfare organization set up in September 2005 with a purpose of keeping Singapore young – 
by advocating a higher priority to having children, and promoting a society where children are loved and mainstreamed.

In short, we celebrate children and the joy they bring. We hope to inculcate the value and importance of parenthood 
and family among Singaporeans, as well as encourage a children-friendly environment in Singapore.
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Ten years ago, whenever I mentioned that I had five children, I would invariably receive 
gasps of disbelief and awe, followed very quickly with the question: “But how do you 
manage?”. Today, when I say I have five grown up children, I have couples telling me that 
they hope to have at least two or more children. 

Why the change? I believe we are maturing as a society which upholds the view that 
having children is part of our human DNA; that children bring much joy and happiness 
to our lives!

Another reason could be the enhanced Marriage and Parenthood 2013 package to help 
couples in the parenthood process – from getting their first HDB to pre-natal care, right 
up to the Baby Bonus schemes of cash gift and co-savings with the government. There 
are also tax incentives and subsidies to help defray some costs.

I strongly believe that young couples are exercising their choice to want to have children 
in busy Singapore. Many try to strike the balance between work and life, while others 
make a conscious decision where one spouse stays home full time to look after baby. 
Whatever choice they make, I know they want the best for 
their children. 

At I Love Children, we do our best to offer programmes and 
activities to help couples with that decision. We continue 
to advocate early parenthood and the joy of having 
children to those between 21 to 39 years of age. There 
was the Maybe Baby annual campaign with road shows 
to educate dating couples, newly-weds and expectant 
parents on parenthood-related issues like finances, 
fertility, work-life and marriage. Numerous dating and 
married couples were equipped with tips to embark on 
the parenthood journey while enjoying our two Maybe 
Baby Hot Date @ the Movies events.

Abbott Nutrition extended their generosity and commitment 
again to the ILC Parenthood Pledge where successful conceptions by a certain date were 
rewarded with milk products. We are looking forward to many more babies this year!

Other well-attended ILC organised events and activities included Maybe Baby Valentine’s 
Day and Celebri-TEA Chat, a dialogue session with dating and married couples, an art & 
craft workshop for families and the annual ILC Parenthood Survey. 

All these programmes were made possible by ILC’s generous partners and supporters. 
We have listed them at the end of this Report and from the bottom of our hearts, we 
say a BIG thank you! And to all who have participated in any of ILC’s events, visit  
www.maybebaby.sg to know more about the next event. 

So here’s looking forward to another great year for I Love Children and more babies in 
2014!

In Love with Children

Joni Ong
President
I Love Children

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

(L-R) Krist-Ann, Elisabeth, 
Kathi-Lyn, Kian Min, Joni, 
Jonathan, Emmeliene

"My five children are the source 
of my strength, frustration, 
contentment, irritability, 
wisdom, madness. They are 
the definition of unconditional 
love, my pride and joy!" 

~ JONI ONG
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PLEDGE & PLUNGE INTO PARENTHOOD

"We signed the Pledge at one of the ILC Bus roving visits and hope to be successful this 
year in baby-making. It will be a very nice gift to our parents, who have been anxiously 
waiting for their first grandchild. Receiving the milk powder will be an added bonus!" 

~ SAM AND PATRICIA, BOTH 28

"We are glad to share our 
story in the I Love Children 
Bus. We signed the pledge 
again and hope to have 
another baby by next year."

~ DANNIE AND YI LIN, MAYBE BABY                  
BLOGGERS AND PARENTS TO TWO 
GIRLS VIA IVF 

More than 1,600 couples have signed 
the ILC Parenthood Pledge and 
about 180 couples have successfully 
conceived since the programme started 
in 2010.

Into its third year, from 1 October 2013 
to 30 September 2014, the Pledge and 
Plunge into Parenthood continued to 
encourage couples to have children. 
Many of the pledges were signed at 
ILC organised events and Bus Roving 
visits. Couples who successfully 
conceived during this period would each 
be rewarded with $300 worth of milk 
products from Abbott Nutrition.

To pledge, couples can take the plunge 
at www.ilovechildren.org.sg or  
www.maybebaby.sg and ILC events. 
Terms and conditions apply.

It was a fun-filled afternoon for several 
families as they gathered at the ILC 
premises for a “Joyful Bonds” Christmas-
themed art and craft session in December. 

JOYFUL BONDS WORKSHOP

"Thanks ILC for organising this. My 
family enjoyed the bonding session, 
especially seeing the smiles on my 
children's faces. PricelessÍ"

~ ELAINE, 38, WHO BROUGHT HER  
2 CHILDREN TO THE WORKSHOP

"I like the balloons. I'm so happy!"

~ ETHAN, 3 YEARS OLD

"I had fun! I want to come back again 
to make more Christmas things."

~ KELLY, 5 YEARS OLD

Joyful Bonds & Songs – Parents having a good time with their children.
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ILC PARENTHOOD SURVEY 2013

OTHER FINDINGS

•  Ideal age to have the first child if no constraints: The soon-to-wed, newly-wed and married with no children cited 30 years 
old but those married with children gave the age of 25.

•  Number of children if employer allows flexible work arrangements: 48% from the soon-to-weds, newly-weds and 
those married with no children cited 2 children. About 83% of couples married with 2 children said they would have 3 or 4. 

•  Implication of late pregnancy risks: 4 out of 5 respondents indicated that being aware of late pregnancy risks to both 
mothers and babies affects their decision on when to have children. 

ILC conducted its fourth nationwide survey to find out the perceptions and needs/concerns that couples have on parenthood. 
More than 600 Singaporeans/PRs aged 21 to 39 of different profiles participated in the face-to-face survey.

FINDING #1: Attitudes towards Parenthood Concerns.

FINDING #2: Top 3 reasons for not or are not sure of having babies.

FINDING #3: Top 3 motivating factors to have a child or more children.

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

96%

48%

43%

84%

36%

41%

49%

28%

40%

99%

57%

58%

91%

35%

57%

53%

25%

53%

Child raising is a shared responsibility  
between husband and wife

Financial factor 

* Other factors: work environment, lack of childcare support, prefer less restrictive lifestyle and mentally not prepared.

* Other factors: flexible work arrangements and where money is not a concern. 

A supportive spouse

It is expensive to raise children  
in Singapore

Career as priority 

Still able to pursue personal interests 

The present environment is  
conductive to have children

Time factor 

Adequate support/ help to look after baby 
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MAYBE BABY CAMPAIGN 2013 

Photo booth – Suiting up for a beary-
nice photo with daddy.

Audience participation – 
Who will get the nappy fold 
right – daddy or mummy? 

Keeping the WOW in your Marriage with Baby 
– Belinda Yuan from Aoxiang Counselling Centre 
with artiste Brandon Wong encouraged couples 
to date each other after baby comes along.

Our Perfect Wedding Photo Contest – Photo wall of couple 
photos where the public got to vote their favourites. 

Baby Pageant 0 to 18 months – Jubilant parents with their babies.

Pledge & Plunge into Parenthood – A 
couple pledging to conceive by 30 
September 2014 would be rewarded 
with $300 Abbott products.

Maybe Baby On the Road

Organised by I Love Children, the annual 
Maybe Baby Campaign 2013 included a 
4-day road show from 3 to 6 October at 
Changi City Point, dialogue session at TCC 
SMU on 19 October and a closing event 
– Celebri-TEA Chat session at Mandarin 
Orchard Singapore on 2 November. 

Highlights of the road show: lunchtime 
talks by experts, parenthood pledge wall, 
baby pageants, Perfect Wedding photo 
contest, on-stage games and a photo 
booth.

Expecting Matters-Understanding ‚„ 
Fertility – Artiste Jaime Teo and aLife 
chairman Dr Peter Chew’s playful banter on 
fertility had everyone in stitches.

Advertisement –   
Maybe Baby @ Bugis MRT.
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MAYBE BABY CAMPAIGN 2013 

Maybe Baby Dialogue Session

On 19 October, about 20 participants from 
various career backgrounds (corporate 
sector, self-employed, homemakers) and 
different life stages ranging from dating 
couples to married couples with children, 
participated in the lively dialogue session.

The session aimed to identify factors that 
would encourage couples to either start a 
family or have more children; specifically to 
understand the current work-life integration 
and financial challenges that are barriers to 
having (more) children and identify viable 
and sustainable solutions.

A group photo – A great end to an insightful session at TCC @ SMU.

Deep in discussion – Participants sharing their 
thoughts on financial and work-life issues.

Graphic visual – Points of discussion 
captured in picture and colour.
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Celebri-TEA Chat

There were two invigorating panel chat 
sessions on 2 November with celebrities 
Jaime Teo, Fly Entertainment artiste, and 
Darren Lim, MediaCorp artiste, who shared 
their time and views on parenthood-related 
issues on finances and work-life. 

Financial Freedom 
with Baby on Board – 
Paul See from Priority 
Wealth, sharing his 
experience on how to 
be financially prudent 
with a newborn.

Panellists – Giving their views on work-life integration 
(L-R): Susan Ng, moderator; Darren Lim, artiste; Evelyn 
Kwek; Joni Ong, ILC President; Petrina Kow, Voice Coach 
and Dannie Cho, Maybe Baby blogger. 

Work-Life Integration – Fact or Fiction – Evelyn Kwek from 
thYnk Consulting Group emphasising that it is possible to 
strike a good balance with work and family. 

Panellists – Sharing their thoughts on finances with baby on board 
(L-R): Susan Ng, moderator; Jamie Teo, artiste; Paul See; Joni Ong, ILC 
President; Jim Lim, REAL Academy and Violet Lim, Lunch Actually.

Game – What does having children mean to you? – 
The most number of words win!

Our Perfect Wedding Photo Contest 
winners – The photo that captured the 
hearts of the public and judges.

MAYBE BABY CAMPAIGN 2013 
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MAYBE BABY HOT DATE 
@ THE MOVIES 

The Hot Date @ the Movies events had been popular with 
couples and I Love Children organised two of these in May 
and July. Each session was attended by more than 150 
couples, where speakers shared on various parenthood-
related topics. Couples were treated to a blockbuster movie 
thereafter. 

Baby Economics – Paul See, 
from Priority Wealth, emphasising 

a point on how to manage one’s 
finances with baby on board.

Star Trek Into Darkness – Full 
house at the movie screening 
for the talk, panel chat and 
movie.

Couple game – How well do I remember 
what baby needs? It’s tough!

Achieving Happiness with 
Parenthood – Dr Christopher 

Cheok, psychologist with Khoo 
Teck Puat Hospital, shared his 

views on how children bring 
happiness to the family. He 
also shared tips on how to be 
happy on a daily basis.

Panel chat – Petrina Kow, moderator, Dr Cheok 
and Celine Yeo, GM of I Love Children, sharing a 
light-hearted moment with the audience.

The Wolverine – The queue was long but the wait was worth it for the talk and movie.
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MAYBE BABY HOT DATE 
WITH YOUR VALENTINE  

It was a hilarious good time for more than 100 couples who 
were at the Maybe Baby Hot Date with Your Valentine on 2 
February at Equarius Hotel. Sam and Forest Leong, celebrity 
chefs, entertained the couples with their style of cooking 
demonstration, peppered with witty jokes. Speaker Richard 
Cheong from Family Central added spice to the entire 
programme which got everyone in good spirits. This was 
followed by a panel chat and a sumptuous tea spread.

A moment together – 
Sharing a laugh together 
is good for the marriage.

Loving the Bundle 
Deal – Richard, Family 
Central, sharing with 
couples about their 
changing roles and how 

to manage married life 
with baby.  

Panellists – (L-R) Petrina Kow, 
moderator; Forest Leong, chef; 
Joni Ong, ILC President;  
Richard Cheong and  
Sam Leong, chef.

Glued by love – Enjoying every 
moment with each other.

Love notes – I love you…cherishing you forever.

Roses for my lady –  
Only the best for my love.
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SAY YES TO PARENTHOOD 

“I don’t know if I can be a good mum.”

“Don’t worry dear, we’ll take care of our kid together.”

Time to relook your priorities?

Say YES to parenthood.

That was the message in the Maybe Baby video, to encourage young 
couples to relook their priorities and consider having a baby. It also 
brought home the point that as age catches up, the chances of natural 
conception per month will considerably be lower. 

The video was put up on AsiaOne.com, ST online and OMY over three 
weeks and it garnered over 105,000 unique visitors to  
www.maybebaby.sg.

Say YES to Parenthood – Screen grab of video.

www.maybebaby.sg

The Maybe Baby parenthood portal has seen a steady increase in 
readership since its launch in 2010. Couple blogger Dannie Cho 
and Tan Yi Lin who have been with www.maybebaby.sg for four 
years, have become parents of two girls conceived via IVF. They 
have bared their souls online, describing their parenthood journey 
from egg to conception to baby. Theirs have been an amazing story 
filled with tears, fears, pain, joy and laughter. The other celebrity 
couple, Evelyn Tan and Darren Tan, parents of four, share their take 
on bringing up their children on board a boat and their high sea 
adventures. 

Another daddy blogger is Kelvin Ang, who shares his experience 
bringing up his three ‘cheekie monkies’. Since blogging in 2010, 
Mandy Loh will see her brood grow in 2014. Voice coach Petrina 
Kow blogs about her motherhood experience. The latest addition 
is Tan Li Lin, who shares about her newly acquired marital status 
– Married.

Blogger – Kelvin AngCelebrity blogger – 
Evelyn Tan

Blogger – Tan Li Lin

Blogger – Mandy Loh

Blogger – Petrina Kow
Couple blogger – Dannie Cho and Tan Yi Lin
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